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ABSTRACT. The modern model trains are driven nowadays by means of intricate electronic devices, called “decoders”, which 
individually decipher and execute the commands launched by a central digital unit. These decoders must meet several important 
criteria, as DCC and NMRA standards compliance, small dimensions, protection against short-circuits, overload and overheating, 
easy programming, settings for matching to various motors and accessories etc. Because of the great complexity and minute 
dimensions of the digital decoders, SMD electronic components are used and up-to-date automated techniques are employed to 
elaborate the PCB’s (Printed Circuit Board) and to assemble the components. The nonconventional methods consist of using CNC 
high-precision milling and laser machines in order to produce the PCB, and robots to assemble the SMD components, all driven by 
the computer which holds the entire project of the digital decoder.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The miniature railway systems consist of standardized small-
sized railways and trains, driven mainly by electrical means. 
The electricity is fed to the metal rails which are laid on 
insulating sleepers, and the metal edges of the trains wheels 
collect it and drive it to the motors, lamps or other adjacent 
devices housed in the miniature trains [2]. 

The analogue system is the most simple; it consists of feeding 
the rails with continuous voltage of 0-14V. The analogues 
trains simply collect the electricity and bring it to their motors 
and lamps. According to the voltage value, all analogue trains 
roll faster or slower, and according to the polarity, all analogue 
trains roll forwards or backwards (fig.1). 

 

Figure 1. Polarity and sense of travel for analogue trains. 

Placed on the same analogue railway system, all analogue 
trains will have the same behaviour according to the rails 
supply voltage value and polarity. In order to perform 
individual commands, the analogue system requires automation 
systems, cutting the rails, use of multiple power supplies etc. 

The modern miniature railways work by means of the digital 

system, which consists of sending coded electrical pulses along 
with the rails and feeding them to the individual digital 
decoders (fig. 2), fitted on each digital train, which individually 
decipher and execute the commands that are launched by the 

user by means of a central digital unit. So, each train on the 
rails performs different actions, according to the commands 
issued by the user and to the automation systems that are set 
within the digital railway system, computer-assisted or not. 

 

Figure 2. Digital decoders for miniature trains: Digitrax (left), 
train-O-matic (center), ESU (right). 

The user handles the central digital unit, which codes the 
commands into electric pulses that are fed to the rails. These 
coded electric pulses act also as a power supply to the digital 
trains that are placed on the railway system. The digital trains 
are fitted with digital decoders, which receive the electric 
pulses from the rails, use them as power supply and decode 
them in the same time. The main difference between the 
analogue and digital system is that the individual commands 
are executed only by the decoder they are addressed to and not 
by every decoder in the system, which ensures different 
behaviour for every digital train on the railway layout. 

The central digital unit and the digital decoders are very 
complex electronic devices, which must meet multiple quality 
and safety criteria, in order to be properly used by all miniature 
train enthusiasts. 

2. FABRICATION OF DIGITAL DECODERS 

The digital decoder is designed by means of special computer 
software applications, in order to comply with clearly defined 
electrical, thermal and mechanical standards. Along with the 
well-known conventional photo manufacturing method, the 
CNC milling and laser methods are used to physically produce 
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the minute PCB of the decoder. Also, computer-guided robots 
pick up the appropriate SMD components, place them on the 
PCB and fix them by means of wave soldering, reflow 
soldering or other automated methods, though hand-soldering 
is still used for bulkier components. 

LPKF [4, 5, 6] produces very interesting rapid-PCB-
prototyping machine series, which are able to plot PBC’s either 
by high-speed milling or by laser processing (fig.3). 

 

Figure 3. LPKF ProtoMat S62 milling machine. 

According to the files issued by adequate PCB design 
applications, the machine chooses, picks and uses different 
mills in order to separate the tracks from the copper plating, to 
drill the holes for mounting of components and then to detach 
the processed PCB from the initial copper-plated sticlotextolite 
card (fig.4 and fig.5). 

 

Figure 4. Processed PCB, milled on LPKF machine. 

 

Figure 5. Processed PCB [1]. 

Figures 4 and 5 show the PCB’s of the electronic command 
device for the experimental microwave test installation that Mr. 
Ursu used for his doctoral thesis [1]. This is a part of the 
research that was carried out at the INCDTIM Institute of Cluj-
Napoca, where the LPKF ProtoMat S62 machine is installed. 
Figures 6 and 7 show screenshots of the software application 
that drives the machine. 

 

Figure 6. PCB milling software. 

 

Figure 7. PCB drilling software. 

Other LPKF machines can perform rapid-PCB-prototyping by 
means of lasers, such as LPKF MicroLine 1000 P [5] (fig.8). 

 

Figure 8. LPKF MicroLine 1000 P machine. 
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The laser method ensures highly precise processing results 
during PCB manufacturing. It cuts with no mechanical or 
thermal stresses on the component. The laser and motion 
technology ensures accuracy and faster time to elaborate PCB’s 
of different sizes, shapes and complexity degrees. This is 
possible without any limitation of tooling, and the UV laser 
cuts provides high quality for complex contours with close 
tolerances in rigid or flexible base material (fig.9), according to 
the layout data. In the same time, the special exhaust system 
provides clean cuts and avoids pollution in the work 
environment. The LPKF MicroLine 1000 P produces virtually 
neither burr nor particles [5]. 

 

Figure 9. Flexible PCB’s processed by laser [5]. 

The data handling is very convenient and reduces changeover 
time to a minimum. Parameters are easy to choose with 
intuitive menu-driven software running on a sturdy industrial 
Touch-PC. All common data formats are supported. 

The ability to cut complex shapes in a stress free process 
simplifies the processing of flexible materials while increasing 
the accuracy. The flexibility of the LPKF MicroLine UV laser 
system allows a large number of designs in a short time. 

3. USES FOR DIGITAL DECODERS 

As mentioned before, digital decoders are used to individually 
collect, decipher and execute the commands that are addressed 
to them by the human user, which are coded and fed to the rails 
by means of a central digital unit. The decoders have two 
inputs and several outputs, and contain very intricate electronic 
assemblies, with minute microprocessors and other SMD 
devices. The connections of the train digital decoder are 
colour-coded, in order to ensure easy mounting (fig.10) [7, 8]. 

 

Figure 10. Connections of the digital decoder. 

The locomotive decoder is able to drive separately the motor, 
the headlights (fig.11) and other optional functions, as smoke 
generator (fig.12), electrical couplers (fig.13) or even sound 
generators with loudspeakers (fig.14). 

 

Figure 11. Locomotive headlights: forward (left), 
forward high beam (center), backward (right). 

 

Figure 12. Smoke generator. 

 

Figure 13. Electrical coupler: deactivated (left),  
activated (right). 

 

Figure 14. Locomotive digital decoder with sound. 

The logical functions of the digital decoders include load 
regulation, high-frequency motor control, constant braking 
distance, protection against overload, overheat and short-
circuits, automatic stopping in front of signals etc. 

As shown in figure 2, the locomotive digital decoders are made 
in various sizes, according to their current capacities, functions, 
connections etc. Of course, special care must be taken to 
prevent any accidental electrical contact between the decoder 
components and other metallic locomotive components, so 
thermo-contractible covers are furnished with the decoders. 

Digital decoders are also used in railway cars, in order to 
activate lights (fig. 15), doors or other functions. 

The digital light set shown in figure 15 contains 14 white 
PLCC LED’s which are driven by an on-board digital decoder. 
They can be enabled all together or in three individual groups 
(fig.16), according to the commands launched by the user. 
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Figure 15. Digital light set for passenger car (train-O-matic). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 16. Passenger car with digital light set. 

 

Figure 17. Digital telescopic freight wagons [9]. 

Figure 17 shows a group of digital telescopic freight wagons, 
with moving covers and sound. They are all fitted with digital 
decoders, small motors and loudspeakers, in order to be able to 
reproduce the wagon covering and uncovering motion, along 
with the corresponding sounds.  

The turnouts and railway signals can be also fitted with digital 
decoders, so that they can be set by means of the same central 
digital unit that drives all trains. Furthermore, the digital 
decoders of these railway elements can be integrated in a 
complex railway command system, which automatically 
recognizes trains and set the signals and turnouts accordingly. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The digital system offers more life-like experiences than the 
analogue system, so it is used more and more widely by the 
miniature railway enthusiasts in both temporary and permanent 
railway layouts. One such permanent miniature layout is 
housed by the Miniatur Wunderland Hamburg exhibition [10]. 
Every miniature model is computer driven, so that the entire 
fleet of miniature trains, autos, ships, planes and even 
miniature people moves in very natural manners, to the delight 
of the thousands of visitors that go there every day. The 
elaboration of the necessary digital devices (decoders, central 
digital units, accessories etc.) implies a great deal of intense 
work, both design and realization. The digital devices 
manufacturers (ESU [11], Lenz [12], Digitrax [13], Uhlenbrock 
[14], train-O-matic [15] etc) work hard to continuously 
improve their products, in order to provide better and better 
operation, programming and matching with the already existent 
devices (motors, lights, smoke generators, electrical couplers, 
sound modules etc.). The dimensions get smaller, the 
capabilities get more extended, and the complexity of the new 

designs increases with every working version. Thus, more 
complex software is used for the design and computer-aided 
machines are used to produce the PCB’s, to assemble the SMD 
electronic components and to test the ready products. 

Along with the conventional photo method (photoresist 
coating, UV exposure, chemical etching etc.), the CNC milling 
machines and the laser rapid-prototyping devices are more and 
more widely used to produce high-quality PCB’s. These 
modern methods ensure high productivity, clean cuts, complex 
contours, less pollution etc. Laser machines are also used to 
produce miniature accessories, building and other additional 
items which add to the realism of the railway layout [3]. 

Modern miniature trains can now be easily referred to as 
micro-robots, taking into account the multiple functions they 
are able to achieve. Among the novelties, there are functional 
cranes that handle merchandises by means of electro-magnets 
or even mechanical hooks and clamps, locomotives with 
miniature video cameras that capture and broadcast live images 
from the railway layout etc. The miniature train manufacturing 
has become a well established serious industry, which implies 
highly trained specialists and cutting-edge technologies.  
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